1998 chevy 5.7 firing order

FordNut answered 5 years ago. Paul answered 5 years ago. Andrew answered 5 years ago. The
vortec motor dist cap isn't lined up with the traditional The order is numbered on the cap. It is
the 2nd picture posted by fordnut. You can't check ingition timing with these engines unless
you have a scan tool that reads camshaft retard. Dave answered 2 years ago. GuruBYF14
answered 2 years ago. Patrick answered about a year ago. The great Alaskan land Auction is
going on now. All State lands left over will be sold for only 5 percent down. This is the modern
way of homesteading in Alaska. Get paid to live here and all your family too. Grampa also will
get additional dollars a month. I'm replacing the clutch and I'm having problems finding if it's an
11" or a 12" clutch its a 91 K sport 4x4 with a 5. I'm changing the spark plugs out in my 94 chevy
silveraldo pickup with vortex 4. What is the correct fuel pressure for a GM throttle body injector
pod This is not a fuel rail with eight injectors. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users
is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. What is
the firing order for the spark plugs Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo
Photo optional. Related Questions. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction.
Get Started. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used
Cars for Sale. Article may contain affiliate links. As an Amazon Associate I earn from qualifying
purchases. Memorizing the small block Chevy V8 firing order should be your first step before
opening the hood of your car to start a new project. You could say that the firing order is the
heartbeat of your engine. If you get the spark plug wires out of order on the distributor cap your
engine will not run properly. The firing order is the specific sequence each cylinder receives
spark in order to ignite the gas and air mixture at the exact right time. Engines are designed
with a carefully coordinated firing order to help maximize performance, balance the engine and
reduce vibration. However, there is no universal firing order. Each manufacturer has their own
unique firing orders depending on the size and specifications of the engine. The Chevy V8 firing
order for small and big blocks is That means cylinder number 1 fires first, then cylinder number
8, next cylinder number 4, and so on. The cylinders are ordered from the front of the engine to
the rear, starting on the drivers side. That means the front left cylinder when facing forward is
the number one position. Then the numbers alternate from left to right. Based on our research,
this firing order applies to , , , , , , , , , , , , , and cubic inch Chevrolet V8 engines, excluding LS
engines. However, you should always check your owners manual to confirm the specifications
of your engine. The distributor is the mechanism that sends voltage from the ignition coil to the
spark plug. On a small block Chevy V8 engine, the distributor cap firing order is in a clockwise
rotation. The most important thing to remember is that the firing order must follow the same
pattern as the engine. The Chevy firing order is That means next to the number one spark plug
wire will be the number 8 spark plug wire, the number 4 and so on in a clockwise rotation. The
firing order is the same for the Chevy as well as many other small block and big block Chevrolet
V8 engines. Thankfully Chevy engineers has made it easy for us Chevy fans to figure out the
firing order fairly easily. However, before you pull your spark plug wires, it is a good idea to
label the ends of the spark plug wires and distributor cap with the corresponding cylinder
number. This will help give you confidence that your spark plug wires will go back in the correct
order before you crank the engine over. Log in. Forgot your password? Forgot your username?
Create an account. Please Log in or Create an account to join the conversation. Sterline80
wrote: Keep throwing parts at it. You're bound to fix it sooner or later. Buy The Book! Index
Recent Topics Search. Log in Username. Remember me. Log in Forgot your password? By
posting the year, make, model and engine near the beginning of your help request, followed by
the symptoms no start, high idle, misfire etc. Along with any prevalent Diagnostic Trouble
Codes, aka DTCs, other forum members will be able to help you get to a solution more quickly
and easily! Start Prev 1 2 Next End. Can someone please help with what I should check next, I
have a Chevy K 5. Before I started doing some testing I changed some parts. Here is what has
been replaced to try and stop this misfire: spark plugs, spark plug wires twice, distributor cap
twice, rotor, ignition coil, EGR, CTS on intake manifold, coolant temp gauge sender, fuel filter,
fuel pump, MAF sensor, oil change. Here are the tests I've done so far fuel pressure test, fuel
pressure psi while running, then shut off for 20 min and fuel pressure was at PSI. Dry
Compression test on all 8 cylinders between psi. A week ago bought one of those obd2 code
readers for the cell phone and here is the info from when the code appeared, that is Pand P,
Calculated engine load So yesterday disconnected negative battery cable to shut engine light
off, Drove it today CEL came back on and hooked up obd2 reader again here is what it says this
time , P with no P code, engine load I don't know what else to check maybe the spider injection,
I'm all out of ideas. Thanks for taking the time to read this mess. Last edit: 03 Aug by Steven
Reason: fixed. Dude, psi of fuel pressure is extremely high, perhaps even impossible. I would

suspect your pressure gauge. Dead head pressure may reach psi. This assembly is readily
available and actually cheaper than the stock setup. Last edit: 14 Jul by Sterline Reason:
Misspelled words. Hey thanks for that post Hash Cash about the fuel pressure because I
screwed up with those numbers, so my wife made me recheck the fuel pressure. Ok the first
time I checked it a few weeks ago I was running 60 psi and after 20 min sit would drop to 55 psi,
which to me is pretty good. But yesterday when I re did the fuel pressure check, I found
something interesting. First check- cold engine 55 PSI running - 20 min sit dropped to 41psi
second check-warm engine 55 Psi running - 20 min sit 52 PSI third check- normal operating
temp 55 psi running - 20 min sit 55psi, didn't drop 4th check- cold engine- 58psi running - 20
min sit 48psi 5th check warm engine - 55 psi running - 20 min sit 42 psi 6th check warm engine
56 psi running - 20 min sit 40psi 7th check normal operating temp 56 psi running - 20 min sit
41psi Does this sound like a stuck open or closed poppet or the fuel pressure regulator??
Thanks again. Also at idle its rough but breaking up pretty bad between rpm a lot of popping
coming out of exhaust. MacFadyen Replied by Andy. MacFadyen on topic chevy k 5. Okay now
you have a tool tool read the fault codes you can get down to tracking down the fault before
throwing more parts at it. It is a chicken and egg situation misfires make the exhaust oxygen
sensor read lean but lean air fuel ratio causes misfires, however as you have eliminated most of
the other causes of misfires it looks like lean air fuel ratio is the cause of your problem.
However before jumping to the most obvious conclusion it is Vortect injection poppet problem
you I would look at output voltages from the 4 exhaust gad oxygen sensors. Get the engine fully
warm at idle speed look at the voltage output from each upstream sensor B1S1 and B2S1. The
voltage from both upstream sensors should constabtly jump up and down between roughly 0. If
when the engine is warm the voltage from any of the oxygens sensors reads a constant 0. Try
holding the rpm around 2, to 3, and look for any life signs from the sensors. If the output from
either B1S1 or B2S2 sensor is fixed low below 0. You could try also disconnecting the Mass Air
Flow sensor MAF to see if there is any improvement but I don't think this the problem Also be
aware the OEM airfilter and the condition of air tube is critical and can really upset the fueling
on a MAF engne. Last edit: 14 Jul by Andy. Check for vacuum leaks this will drive your fuel
trims to go positive. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk. Hey Andy. MacFadyen thanks for the
post, my obd2 reader just gives me the codes and the readings from when the CEL came on, I
cant do live readings. You know, now you mention the MAF sensor that was the very first code
the computer threw 3 months ago, then it went from that to a p code, then A while later it went
to the dreaded p code,I don't remember the exact code from the beginning but I think it was
MAF low voltage circuit , so that's when I changed the MAF. I tried unplugging the MAF last
night and ran it at idle to see if the rough idle went away but it didn't. RolexService thanks for
the reply, I'm going to do that , I'm having my wife picking me up a cigar today so I can blow the
smoke through the brake booster hose since I aint got one of those smoke machines. I have
visually and listened for vacuum leaks but didn't see or here anything. Besides a smoke test are
there any other checks I can do to find vacuum leaks? I think you might have exhaust valves
sticking in the guides. The way that would usually present itselfe is on hard accell the light
would start flashing then by the time I would get back to the shop the light would be out.
Strange because the light in my opinion should have stayed on after a misfire event. It was kind
of a common thing back then. Come on man You've never had to ask anyone for help before?
Keep it constructive or keep it to yourself. I guess that's why call me The Working Man. Last
edit: 16 Jul by Noah. I keep the OBD2 connector on me all the time in case something comes up!
I'm suspecting a vacuum leak here since it appears to be impacting one bank. Fuel pressure
wouldn't cause a one bank issue. Set up the app to graph b1s1 voltage and stft B1 and stft B2.
With a propane tank unlit, open the valve and "spray" the gas in suspecting areas like the intake
manifold and hoses and when you find the spot the stft will instantly dive. The O2 will also
instantly go rich and increase voltage due to them detecting the added fuel. The stft will be
responding to that be decreasing the out of fuel it is being given. You can also do Paul's
favorite water trick around the intake when the engine is cold. That can cause misfires. You can
check to make sure the O2 sensors are repsonding by pulling a vacuum hose and watching to
see if the voltage dives - low is lean. You can also introduce the propane to a hose or intake and
see if they rise with the extra fuel. A full throttle run should show rich as well. Keep at it!
MacFadyen on topic Re chevy k 5. Although the most used Android OBD2 apps Torque and
Torque Pro I would not recommend tham as they are a pita to use, selecting PIDs you actually
require is very slow, the frame rate is slow and quailty of the graphing leaves a lot to be desired.
I'll have to check that one out. I actually prefer the graphing in torque over my launch scanpad!
Finally fixed after 5 long months of going Crazy. Here is what has happened since I replied last,
The skip was getting worse and worse, about 3 weeks ago my fuel pump started acting up
stalling the truck and making weird noises, replaced it along with the fuel pump solenoid, After I

did that seems like it ran even worse, then a few days after that my radiator blew a hole on
drivers side tank, replaced it. Power Steering pump shit the bed after the radiator, so I replaced
it also. Well guess what, when I started it, the skip got so much worse, but the exhaust smelled
cleaner, so the next day, I took it back apart took the spider injection back out to see if I
possibly had kinked a fuel line to one of the injectors, so I reinstalled the spider injection again
being very careful routing the injectors so I would definatley know it don't have kinks, then I
reconnected the fuel rail again while the upper intake was off to triple check and make sure the
injection system didn't have leaks anywhere, after I made sure there was no gas leaks, put
everything back together again, and it ran just as horrible skipping, sputtering, puffing but I had
noticed the loud backfiring had stopped. So anyway as I was checking sensors and vacuum
lines to m,ake sure everything was connected, I noticed I had a lower intake leak, leaking
coolant pretty bad, I guess from me jarring around the upper intake. Finally I gave up, It seemed
every time I fixed something something else broke. We then decided to take it to a mechanic to
get the lower intake fixed for the coolant leak, and was hoping that was
how to change glow plugs toyota hilux
2001 grand
deere repair manuals
causing the misfire, 2 days ago we brought it to the mechanic and he said its probably not the
intake leak causing the misfire, he said he would hook it up to the computer after that was
replaced, a couple hours later he called and said he thinks he had found the problem, when he
took the distributor out to change the intake gasket he said the distributor was worn plum out,
and had a bad egr valve hose on the intake, Last night we went and picked it up, keeping my
fingers, toes, and eyes crossed, started it up and drove off, it is now running like a CHAMP.
Funny thing was from the beginning roughly 5 months ago, I said it was probably the
distributor, but I kept thinking how could it be bad, I never messed with it. Thanks to all that
replied to this post trying to help me figure this out. Reason: adding to it. Not Allowed: to create
new topic. Not Allowed: to reply. Not Allowed: to edit your message. Powered by Kunena
Forum. You are now being logged in using your Facebook credentials.

